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Abstract Obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) is a common dis-
order associated with cardiovascular morbidity. Various
methods are offered to improve symptoms of OSA and its
outcome. Although positive airway pressure is the most
effective treatment for OSA, its clinical effectiveness is
limited by patients’ compliance. Other suggested treatments
for OSA focus on expanding upper airway and reducing its
collapsibility. For example, mandibular advancement device
(MAD) achieves this goal by mechanically protruding the
mandible. Other available treatments including weight re-
duction, positional therapy, drugs, nasal dilators, and nasal
expiratory pressure device are clearly inferior to CPAP.
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Introduction

Obstructive sleep apnea is a highly prevalent disorder char-
acterized by recurrent upper airway obstruction during sleep
resulting in a cycle of hypoxemia, increased respiratory
efforts, and frequent arousals [1]. Several large epidemio-
logical studies estimate that in Western countries, 24% of

men and 15% of women have OSA and 2% of women and
4% of men have OSA with symptoms of sleepiness [2, 3].
There are many cardiovascular consequences of OSA. OSA
has been proposed as an independent risk factor for the
development of hypertension because it can precede and
predict the onset of hypertension [4]. Most studies have
found an independent association between OSA and adverse
cardiovascular events, such as coronary artery disease [5]
and stroke [6], emphasizing the need for optimal therapy.
Many factors can contribute to the pathogenesis of OSA,
including decreased pharyngeal lumen size [7, 8], reduced
pharyngeal dilator muscles activity during sleep [9], and
posture [10, 11]. The supine position leads to a decrease in
lung volume by approximately 0.2 liters [12]. Obesity can
also cause narrowing of the pharynx by the effect of subcu-
taneous and peri-luminal fat deposits. Obesity can also alter
compliance of the airway wall secondary to increased fat
deposition thus promoting airway collapse [13]. As a result,
the treatment of obstructive sleep apnea is aimed at reducing
the upper airway propensity to collapse during sleep. Treat-
ment options for OSA include postural changes, weight loss,
oral devices, noninvasive mechanical ventilation, with either
continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) or bi-level pos-
itive airway pressure (BiPAP) and surgery. Since the first
description of CPAP and its application in the early 1980s, it
has become the standard treatment in obstructive sleep ap-
nea syndrome [14]. However, CPAP therapy is not always
very well accepted by the patients due, in part, to its
pressure-related side effects and the long-term compliance
with CPAP therapy can vary widely between individuals. In
addition, CPAP may not, in some cases, completely alleviate
the symptoms associated with OSA, such as daytime hyper-
somnia. Moreover, CPAP does not allow for a permanent
resolution of obstructive events, but only controls them
while using the device during sleep. Therefore, many
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patients prefer more comfortable or curative and less intru-
sive treatment options. As a result, there has been an attempt
to explore other therapeutic options to treat OSA. In this
article, we review the established evidence supporting an
alternative option for CPAP therapy which include conser-
vative and surgical therapeutic options.

Conservative treatments

Positional therapy

Position can significantly affect the severity of obstructive
sleep apnea due to its effect on the closing pressures of the
pharynx and on the ventilatory drive [15–22], especially
during rapid eye movement sleep. Positional OSA is defined
as a supine AHI that is doubled compared to the one in the
lateral position [23–25]. It can occur independently of BMI,
age, upper airway anatomy, or lung function [26, 27]. How-
ever, the patients who respond to positional therapy tend to
be younger, have a milder form of OSA with a lower BMI
[15, 24, 25, 28, 29]. Positional therapy refers to the use of
postural changes during sleep to improve OSA. It usually
involves avoidance of sleep in the supine position, which
can be achieved through a variety of means including tennis
balls or specially designed pillows. However, studies failed
to show any superiority from one to another except for
positional alarm which appears to be more effective than
verbal instructions [15, 30]. Positional therapy can result in
moderate reductions of AHI [28, 29, 31–34], but is overall
inferior to CPAP therapy [35] and its long-term compliance
has been poor [33]. In contrast, a recent study [36] showed
that newer positional devices could significantly reduce the
apnea/hypopnea index (AHI) from a baseline of 26/h to 6/h,
with improvement in oxygenation and an objective compli-
ance averaging 73.7%. These beneficial effects were still
present at 3 months of therapy demonstrating persistent
efficacy in this selected population of patients with position-
al obstructive sleep apnea. In selected patients with clear
positional OSA, these newer positional devices might be an
attractive alternative to more conventional therapies. How-
ever, larger studies are necessary to evaluate the impact of
positional therapy on cardiovascular outcomes. When posi-
tional therapy is selected to treat OSA patients, a full poly-
somnography (PSG) should be performed to confirm its
efficacy and these patients should be followed closely.

Weight reduction

The exact mechanisms by which obesity contributes to
upper airway collapse during sleep are not completely un-
derstood. Increased local fat deposition presumably com-
promises airway space, while abdominal obesity reduces

lung volume and therefore caudal traction on the pharynx
[37]. Several studies have demonstrated that pharyngeal fat
deposits lead to a decrease in pharyngeal patency and un-
derline the risk factor of obesity [38–40]. Reducing caloric
intake by diet management is the most common and sim-
plest treatment of obesity but is not very effective. Various
studies have examined the effect of weight loss in patients
with OSA. Weight loss can decrease the likelihood of upper
airway collapse by modifying its anatomy and function.
Weight reduction will lead to a decrease in critical closing
pressure (Pcrit), and in the severity of OSA [41]. Hernandez
et al. [42] used MRI to assess the morphology of the neck in
14 patients with BMI>40 after 3 months of weight loss and
3 months of weight maintenance. They found a significant
reduction in the lateral subcutaneous neck fat after only a
10% weight loss. The AHI was reduced from 24.3/hour to
2.9/hour after weight loss in these patients. The magnitude
of the decrease in AHI after weight loss was higher in
patients with the most severe OSA. Current data show that
weight reduction not only improves breathing pattern but
also increases REM and deep sleep (up to 10% and 17%,
respectively) as well as the AHI [43–53]. In a large
population-based prospective cohort study of 690 persons,
a 10% weight loss was correlated with a 26% decrease in
AHI, showing that even minimal weight loss can be bene-
ficial in patients with OSA [54]. Although weight loss
reduces OSA severity, it does not necessarily resolve the
disease and there is substantial individual variability in the
impact of weight loss on OSA [44, 55]. Some studies
showed improvement in sleep-disordered breathing after
weight loss but no cure of the disorder. It is unclear which
patients would benefit most from weight loss and what the
critical weight loss threshold is to cure sleep-disordered
breathing. Most of these studies are observational or retro-
spective and do not support a high level of evidence.

It is reasonable to conclude that patients with mild sleep-
disordered breathing might be more likely to benefit. Un-
fortunately, the long-term success of weight loss in patients
with sleep-disordered breathing is limited and such patients
should be followed closely.

Oral protrusion devices

Oral protrusion devices are conceived to enlarge the pha-
ryngeal airway by mechanical action. The main devices on
the market are the mandibular advancement devices and the
tongue retaining devices.

Mandibular advancement devices (MAD)

MADs are the most common class of oral appliance used for
the treatment of snoring and OSA. During sleep there is
upper airway collapse. MADs work by increasing the upper
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airway volume, predominantly by widening of the lateral
dimensions of the velopharynx [56]. The treatment also
aims to reduce collapsibility in order to improve the upper
airway patency, reduce snoring and obstructive events dur-
ing sleep [57, 58]. It may be designed to have either a fixed
amount of mandibular protrusion or adjustable protrusion to
ensure adequate enlargement of the airway. Similar to
CPAP, a mandibular advancement device requires nightly
use for optimal effect. The reduction of the AHI by MADs
has been variable but overall 52% of OSA patients experi-
ence a reduction in the AHI to less than10/h [59]. According
to several studies MADs can decrease daytime hypersomnia
[60–64] to a degree comparable to CPAP therapy [62,
65–69]. However, CPAP may produce a better clinical out-
come than MADs, as well as better control of snoring [65,
70–72]. MADs can have some beneficial cardiovascular
effects with improvement in blood pressure control, in car-
diac function, endothelial function, and oxidative markers
[62, 72–79]. Several studies have demonstrated that MADs
are more successful in milder sleep apnea, position depen-
dent OSA (lateral AHI<10/h), females, and in patients with
a lower BMI [64, 68, 80–84]. MADs are recommended for
patients with mild to moderate OSA and even for those who
have severe OSA and cannot tolerate CPAP [85••]. However,
these patients need to be carefully selected since the rate of
contraindication for MADs can reach up to 34% [86].
Prefabricated devices are less effective [87] than the
custom-made devices which need to be advanced to
achieve optimal results [1, 88–90]. It is important to have
a follow-up polysomnography study with the MAD in
place to confirm the efficacy of this treatment modality.
Side effects include tooth tenderness, jaw discomfort,
excessive salivation, and temporary malocclusion [65,
66, 70–72, 80, 81, 91]. MADs are often preferred by
the patients and the compliance is superior than with
CPAP use [62, 69, 71].

Tongue-retaining devices (TRD)

A tongue-retaining device can be used in edentulous
patients since it does not use dentition to advance tissues.
Instead, TRDs use suction bulb to hold the tongue in a more
advanced position and to widen the upper airway dimen-
sions during sleep. As a result it reduces obstructive sleep
apneas and snoring. A few studies show that TRDs are
effective in mild to moderate OSA (but not in severe
OSA) and can be as effective as MADs, however more
patients prefer MADs [92–95]. Research studies have
shown that using oral appliances that do not provide man-
dibular advancement has no significant clinical benefit for
the treatment of OSA, suggesting that such a mechanism
plays a significant role [61, 80]. Therefore TRDs can be
used in selected patients with mild to moderate OSA, if

other treatments have failed or are not possible. Overall very
few studies have been done and evidence for this device is
not as strong as for MADs. Should patient or physician
choose to use TRDs, a polysomnography would be useful
to ensure effectiveness of therapy.

Hypoglossus nerve stimulation and muscle training

Reduced upper airway muscle activity during sleep is one of
the major contributing factors in obstructive sleep apnea
[96]. The importance of upper airway dilator muscles in
maintaining pharyngeal stability is well established. During
the transition from wakefulness to sleep the electrical activ-
ity of upper airway dilator muscles diminishes and leads to
narrowing of pharyngeal area [97]. In order to counterbal-
ance the collapsible forces, the upper airway muscles have
to contract more intensively. Based on these findings, the
stimulation of the upper airway muscles could, theoretically,
optimize the dilating forces and enlarge the cross-sectional
area of the upper airways. Electrical stimulation of the
genioglossus during sleep can counteract respiratory distur-
bances and reduce the resistance of the upper airways both
in healthy persons and OSA patients [98–103]. The stimu-
lation of the genioglossus muscle most effectively reduces
resistance and the critical pressure Pcrit [99, 101, 102].
However, there are conflicting reports on the efficacy of
triggered neuro-stimulation. Some studies showed improve-
ment of sleep parameters [98, 104]; others failed to find
any effects [105, 106]. In a recent study, the authors have
shown significant improvement of AHI from 43 to 19/
h with hypoglossal nerve stimulation, however it failed to
resolve sleep apnea [107].

Tongue muscle training by electrical stimulation is also
controversial. In one case study, a decrease of the AHI,
daytime sleepiness, and snoring was shown with submental
transcutaneous electrical stimulation [108]. In contrast, the
only placebo-controlled double-blind study on tongue mus-
cle training found an improvement of snoring but no signif-
icant reduction of AHI [109]. In conclusion, electrical
stimulation is not currently recommended as an effective
treatment of OSA and some concern about the long-term
safety of this mode of therapy has been raised.

Drug therapy

The compliance with CPAP therapy can vary consider-
ably. As a result, there has been an attempt to explore
other therapeutic options such as pharmacological thera-
py. Changes in respiratory drive and airway tone cause
airway closure during sleep and are, in part, contributing
factors in obstructive sleep apnea. Some medications
might reduce sleep apnea by increasing respiratory drive,
suppressing REM sleep, increasing upper airway muscle
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tone, and reducing forces that encourage closure of the
upper airway. Several studies have shown some positive
effects of protriptyline, paroxetine, and mirtazapine on
sleep apnea indices [110–112]. However, the antidepres-
sants do not dramatically impact the severity of sleep-
disordered breathing despite their potential to increase
upper airway tone.

Other studies, using polysomnographies, showed that
cholinergic agents and upper airway lubricants could im-
prove sleep-disordered breathing [113, 114] but residual
OSA was still present. Nasal steroids might be helpful to
treat obstructive sleep apnea. It is well established that
allergic rhinitis is a common cause of nasal obstruction.
Increased nasal resistance will induce a more negative
intra-pharyngeal pressure which might promote upper
airway collapse. However, the role of nasal obstruction
in the pathogenesis of OSA is still debated but might be a
cofactor especially among patients with mild OSA. Some
reports have demonstrated subjective worsened sleep
quality in patients with allergic rhinitis [115]. Conversely,
other studies showed an increased prevalence of perennial
allergic rhinitis in patients with OSA (11%) compared to
case controls (2.3%) [116]. Moreover, the inflammation
of the nasal mucosa may perpetuate the adeno-tonsillar
hypertrophy as well as obstruction. Intranasal corticoste-
roids are commonly used to treat rhinitis, which signifi-
cantly improve nasal obstruction symptoms and reduce
adenoid size [117]. As a result, this may decrease the
upper airway resistance at the nasal, adenoidal, and/or
tonsillar levels. Topical nasal steroids have been found
to improve subjective parameters of sleep quality such as
fatigue and daytime sleepiness but had no effect on the
apnea/hypopnea indices in patients with allergic rhinitis
treated for 4 weeks [118]. In contrast, patients with OSA
and associated rhinitis experienced some improvement in
their sleep-disordered breathing after 4 weeks of intrana-
sal corticosteroid therapy in a randomized, placebo-
controlled, crossover study [119]. There was no differ-
ence in snoring between the treatment and placebo
groups. Randomized controlled studies in patients with
OSA and chronic nasal congestion treated with a nasal
decongestant such as xylometazoline or oxymetazoline
failed to demonstrate any clinically significant improve-
ment in sleep-disordered breathing or sleep quality/day-
time sleepiness [120] even when nasal resistance was
reduced. Those studies would suggest that the nose is
not a significant contributor to the pathogenesis of OSA
but the number of patients studied is small. In conclusion,
topical nasal steroids may influence sleep apnea severity
both in children and adults. However, they are not rec-
ommended as a single intervention in the adult OSA
population. Pharmacotherapy for OSA would be ideal
since CPAP therapy is not always well accepted by

patients but medications have failed to completely nor-
malize sleep-disordered breathing. A better understanding
of the physiopathology of OSA will lead to better tar-
geted pharmacological therapies.

Nasal dilators

Increased nasal resistance may induce sleep-related breath-
ing disorders, disturbed sleep, and may increase snoring
[121]. Nasal dilators might improve sleep and breathing by
widening the nostrils. There are different types of nasal
dilators, but all of them dilate the anterior part of the nose,
the valve region, in order to decrease resistance and increase
the air flow.

In summary, the published data showed that nasal
dilators are not effective in reducing snoring, or in im-
proving sleep-disordered breathing or sleep architecture in
OSA [122–124]. Therefore, they are not currently recom-
mended for the treatment of sleep apnea.

Nasal expiratory positive airway pressure (EPAP) device

Nasal EPAP is a small, lightweight, and quiet device that
does not require an external power source. It consists of
a one-way valve that is inserted into the nares and
secured to the outside of the nose with an adhesive
substrate. The valve opens to allow for the unimpeded
flow of air during inhalation but closes so that exhalation
occurs against a fixed orifice. The expiratory flow resis-
tance creates positive airway pressure during the expira-
tory phase, which appears to stabilize the pharynx and
prevent its periodic collapse during sleep. Previous inves-
tigations including randomized double-blind studies have
demonstrated that nasal EPAP device has been effective
in sleep breathing disorders [125•, 126–129]. A new
prospective, randomized study has shown that use of
nasal EPAP resulted in ≥50% reduction in AHI in 3
and 12 months follow up, as well as reduction in snoring
and daytime sleepiness with good compliance [125•].
However, the authors excluded patients with severe hyp-
oxemia, those who had prior upper airway surgery, or
those who had been treated with CPAP. Thus, the
results of the study may not be generalized to a more
heterogeneous population as well as those who have
severe OSA. Overall, treatment with this novel device
was well tolerated and accepted by the participants in
most studies, but subjects with positional or milder SDB
in the lateral position showed the best response to this
modality [128]. However, the therapeutic response was
variable among the participants in most of the above
studies. As a result, a follow-up polysomnography
should be performed to ensure efficacy with this recent
treatment modality.
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Surgical treatments

Nasal surgery

Studies have shown that nasal airflow has stimulating effect
on respiratory muscles as well as upper airway dilator mus-
cle activities [130, 131]. As a result, nasal obstruction may
predispose to sleep-disordered breathing with increased
number of arousals, and increase in the number of obstruc-
tive apneas and hypopneas [132–134]. In addition, nasal
obstruction can hinder CPAP tolerance, providing a physio-
logical basis for nasal surgery to improve CPAP compliance
[135]. A recent study has demonstrated that nasal surgery
alone was partially effective in improving sleep quality,
architecture, and snoring, but it had no effect on obstructive
apneas [136]. Therefore, nasal surgery may be recommen-
ded in patients with nasal obstruction to improve compli-
ance with CPAP therapy, but has no beneficial effect as a
single measure in OSA patients [85••].

Tonsillectomy

In contrast to adults, tonsillar hypertrophy is the most com-
mon cause of OSA in children. As a result, tonsillectomy
and adenoidectomy is a very commonly used intervention to
treat OSA in children. There is a high correlation between
enlarged tonsils and OSA severity [137, 138]. However,
there is a growing awareness that residual OSA may be
present despite tonsillectomy and adenoidectomy in chil-
dren [139]. In adults, tonsillectomy may be beneficial by
increasing the use of CPAP in patients with tonsillar hyper-
trophy, or when CPAP therapy is not possible as the first
choice of therapy [140, 141]. Therefore, tonsillectomy as a
single intervention is recommended for treatment of OSA in
the presence of tonsillar hypertrophy, especially in children,
but close clinical follow-up is necessary to ensure postoper-
ative resolution of OSA.

Radiofrequency surgery of the tonsils

For over a decade, temperature-controlled radiofrequency
(or known as somnoplasty) has been one of the therapeutic
options for the treatment of sleep-disordered breathing,
particularly for simple snoring. This procedure is based
on the production of high temperatures (up to 80°C) in the
submucosal tissue which causes a local and controlled
destruction of tissue bonds with subsequent scarring
which decreases tissue thickness and increases its rigidity.
This modality reduces vibration of the soft tissues of the
upper airways [142].

In the last decade, several trials, using this technique,
have proven its ability to decrease the intensity of snoring
and improve daytime sleepiness [142–145]. However, no

polysomnography was done in these studies to confirm the
objective improvement of OSA [146–149]. As a result, this
technique seems minimally invasive with low morbidity but
there is, to date, no evidence to show efficacy in OSA.
Therefore, it cannot be recommended as a single procedure
to treat sleep apnea.

Uvulopalatopharyngoplasty (UPPP)

UPPP involves tonsillectomy, trimming, and reorientation
of the posterior and anterior tonsillar pillars, and excision of
the uvula and soft palate [150]. As a result, soft palate
redundancy can be reduced and upper airway obstruction
improves [150]. This technique was the dominant treatment
of OSA before CPAP was generally available [151]. How-
ever, since then its role has been questioned because of side
effects and limited efficacy. In a recently published meta-
analysis of 15 UPPP studies, only a 33% reduction in the
AHI was found after surgery [152•]. It is of note that this
technique helps to resolve OSA only if pharyngeal collapse
is limited to the retro palatal area. However, additional non-
palatal sites of upper airway obstruction are present in most
of the obese OSA patients [153]. As a result, in most of the
studies, the effectiveness of UPPP varies, showing only 50
% success rate (definition of success was 50% reduction in
AHI after surgery) in non obese, mild to moderate sleep
apnea patients [150, 153, 154]. Moreover, not only the
efficacy of UPPP seems to diminish over time [155],
but UPPP is also significantly less effective than the
MADs [155]. In addition, those patients who undergo
UPPP surgery are more at risk of CPAP noncompliance
due to increase leaks and mouth dryness after surgery
[156]. Therefore, the use of UPPP is not currently rec-
ommended, especially in OSA patients with multiple sites
of airway obstruction.

Laser-assisted uvulopalatoplasty (LAUP)

Like UPPP this technique is being used to reduce soft palate
redundancy. LAUP is an office-based surgical procedure
that progressively shortens and tightens the uvula and palate
through a series of carbon dioxide laser incisions and vapor-
izations [150]. However this method did not demonstrate
any significant effect on severity of disease or symptoms
[157, 158] and might even worsen sleep-disordered breath-
ing. As a result, LAUP is not recommended as a treatment
for OSA [159].

Radiofrequency surgery of the soft palate

This method employs radiofrequency technique to excise
palatal tissue. Several studies demonstrated that this mini-
mally invasive surgery improves snoring and sleepiness
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[144, 145]. Although snoring typically cannot be eliminated
completely, the procedure is a safe and effective method to
improve snoring. However, the data concerning OSA is
limited and no randomized controlled trials are available in
sleep apnea. Therefore it cannot be recommended as a sole
therapy in obstructive sleep apnea subjects.

Uvulopalatal flap

The uvulopalatal flap is conducted to reduce the volume of
the palate to open the airway. This is a modified version of
UPPP with similar complications. The uvulopalatal flap is
created by removal of the oral mucosa and salivatory glands,
and bilateral incisions into the posterior pillar. This flap is
rotated upwards and sutured into the defect [160]. The main
disadvantage of this technique compared to UPPP is that
despite preservation of all muscles no visible uvula is left to
act as a lubricating structure for the palate. Both UPPP and
the flap showed comparable results in term of effective-
ness to treat OSA, amount of tissue removed and compli-
cations [160]. Studies that have investigated the efficacy
of uvulopalatal flap with tonsillectomy for OSA have
shown a significant improvement of the severity of OSA
and quality of life [161–167]. However, it has to be kept
in mind that surgical success rates decrease with increas-
ing BMI and AHI in general [168]. Due to a lack of
evidence, uvulopalatal flaps are not recommended to treat
simple snoring, but can be appropriate for OSA in patients
with palatal obstruction.

Soft palatal implants

This method involves implants which consist in inserting
three 18-millimeter polyethylene terephthalate fibers
within the muscular layer of the soft palate at the hard
palate junction with a distance of 3 mm from each other
under local anesthesia [169]. The fibers induce a chronic
inflammatory response that creates a fibrous capsule
around the implants. This inflammatory reaction is
designed to reduce the soft palate flutter and collapsibil-
ity that contribute to sleep-disordered breathing at the
velopharyngeal level [170]. There are conflicting reports
regarding the efficacy of pillar implants. Some authors
reported improvement in AHI post operatively as well as
3–15 months after surgery [171–174]. But others found
no significant change in AHI [169]. A recent study
showed that pillar implants may subjectively improve
CPAP satisfaction, but failed to show any improvement
in the compliance of CPAP or in reduction of CPAP
pressure [175]. Therefore, pillar implants cannot be rec-
ommended and may only be considered in patients with
mild to moderate OSA who cannot tolerate or failed
other conservative approaches.

Radiofrequency surgery of the tongue base

This method employs interstitial radiofrequency surgery of
the tongue base using a temperature-controlled device.
Long-term studies have demonstrated relapse of OSA
(AHI has increased) [176]. Therefore, radiofrequency sur-
gery of the tongue cannot generally be recommended as an
isolated or combined procedure and may only be considered
in selected patients with mild to moderate sleep apnea
intolerant to conservative treatment, as long as the overall
condition appears suitable (non or only moderately, obese
patients with retro-lingual obstruction).

Hyoid suspension

This procedure, first described by Riley et al. in 1986, aims
at advancement of the hyoid bone and subsequent increase
in the retro-lingual space [177] to avoid the back positioning
of the tongue during sleep. Studies that investigated the
effect of an isolated hyoid suspension for OSA showed
decreased AHI but not complete resolution. There is no
controlled trial to compare this technique with CPAP thera-
py. Therefore, hyoid suspension may be considered as a
modality only in combination with other procedures or in
case of CPAP failure. It is important to keep in mind that
surgical success rates decrease with increasing BMI and
AHI [178–180]. Due to a lack of evidence, hyoid suspen-
sion is not recommended for simple snoring.

Partial tongue base resection

There are several surgical techniques and procedures includ-
ing laser midline glossectomy, tongue base reduction with
hyoepiglottoplasty, lingualplasty, lingual tonsillectomy, pal-
atopharyngoglossoplasty, uvulopalatopharyngoglossoplasty,
glossopexia, and tongue base suspension. At the present
time, tongue base soft tissue procedures cannot be recom-
mended as a single treatment option for obese patients with
moderate to severe OSA. There are currently no data to
support their role in patients with mild disease.

Maxillomandibular advancement (MMA)

Maxillomandibular advancement (MMA) is a multilevel
skeletal surgery, which aims to improve hypopharyngeal or
tongue base obstruction in order to enlarge the retrolingual
and retropalatal airway. It pulls forward the anterior pharyn-
geal tissues attached to the maxilla, mandible, and hyoid to
structurally enlarge the entire velo-orohypopharyngeal air-
way, and enhances the neuromuscular tone of the pharyn-
geal dilator musculature [181]. The success rate varied
between 67% and 100% among studies [181–183]. MMA
is perhaps the most effective surgery for improving OSA
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when performed on appropriately selected patients. Al-
though highly successful in improving polysomnographic
outcomes, the clinical role of maxillofacial surgery remains
unclear. Therefore, MMA is recommended in selected group
of young, non obese patients who refuse CPAP treatment
[85••]. However, essential benefit should be weighed
against the risk of complications and future studies need to
identify proper candidates for this surgery.

Multilevel surgery

When the obstruction site is indefinite or multiple, multilev-
el surgery offers greater overall success rates than uvulopa-
latopharyngoplasty (UPPP) or genioglossal advancement
alone [184–187]. Many OSA patients have narrowing of
multiple sites in the upper airway, at the nasal, retropalatal,
and hypopharyngeal level. The surgery aims to correct an-
atomical abnormalities in the upper airway to avoid upper
airway collapse during sleep. However, multilevel surgery
cannot be recommended as a substitute for CPAP but only
as a salvage procedure for OSA patients in whom CPAP and
other conservative therapies have failed. Surgical success of
multi-level surgery for OSA is often unpredictable and less
effective than CPAP [188]. It also seems to be more effec-
tive in mild to moderate REM-associated OSA, in patients
age <60 years, and with BMI <30 kg/m-2, pharyngeal
narrowing in the basal lingual area, or retrognathia
[189–191]. Success depends on appropriate patient selec-
tion, the type of surgical procedure performed, and the
experience of the surgeon. Most studies are retrospective
and observational case series, and therefore do not provide
high-level evidence.

Conclusions

Lifestyle modifications such as weight loss, avoidance of
alcohol, and positional therapy might be beneficial to improve
upper airway patency. However, the main therapeutic options
include CPAP therapy, oral appliances, and surgical proce-
dures. For most individuals, CPAP remains the preferable and
most effective first-line treatment for OSA. However, a sig-
nificant proportion of patients are unable to tolerate CPAP
therapy and seek alternate treatment. MADs seems to be
effective in the clinical management of snoring and mild
OSA, although ongoing research is essential to better define
clinical outcomes, as well as its long-term effectiveness and
adverse effects. Upper airway surgery is generally reserved as
a salvage treatment for patients with moderate to severe OSA
who have failed a trial of CPAP therapy. Many surgical
options are not curative for sleep-disordered breathing but
maxillomandibular advancement is overall safe and effective.
Nevertheless, many sleep physicians are reluctant to refer

patients for surgery because its short-term and long-term risks
have not been fully evaluated and may hamper compliance
with subsequent CPAP therapy.

An improved characterization of the different phenotypes
of OSA, coupled with more systematic long-term therapeu-
tic trials may allow to tailor the most appropriate treatment
modality for sleep-disordered breathing on an individual
basis. For the present, CPAP therapy still remains the best
therapeutic option despite its limitations.
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